
Big Picture

In year 10 / 11 - you have 3 components to complete 

1. Devising – year 10

2. Acting a script [Feb/March year 11]

3. Written exam in May, year 11

Component 1 Devising –

In year 10-

You create your own original play, normally in a group of 3 or 4. 

It must last between 10 [minimum!!!] and 15 minutes.

You write up a log of what you did and turn this into a portfolio, answering 6 questions.

To introduce you to this component so that we can get you into devising your own work, you will watch a 
play that got top marks. It is not our school but sent by our Drama exam board.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPq38XGyJFg&feature=youtu.be

• Watch the 16 minute play through  
without making any notes.

• Just try to pick out 

• What do you think is their 
message [ intention]? 

• Did you learn anything e.g. 
statistics?

• It got really good marks. Can you 
see why?

• Is it a Naturalistic play – just like 
real life? If not, why not?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPq38XGyJFg&feature=youtu.be


This time, watch more carefully . Analyse – what did they do and why [to communicate to the 
audience] I’ve allowed you to make a copy of this powerpoint so you can type your answers under 
the questions.

1. Intentions – what did they want to make you think/learn?

2. Opening- how did it grab your attention?

3. Ending – how did it sum up/ reinforce the message –keep you thinking even after it’s 
over? What statistics were used?

4. Which scene was the most effective do you think? Why?

5. Direct address talking to audience – Why do this in a play with a message? Give an 
example of where they did this.

6. Narration – How was this used and why?

7. They do a parody of a David Attenborough Nature programme about spotting bullies. 
Why do you think they did this?

8. Did they use popular culture references used to engage the teenage target audience [ 
popular culture is just what your audience is interested in e.g. music, fashion, 
technology, film, tv etc.] 

9. Multiple role-playing [playing more than one role] – Why did they need to do this? How 
did they make it clear they were changing roles?

10. Physical theatre / movement- Give an example of when they did this and what it 
communicated

11. Simple set/props / no set – why?


